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Jan Eric Visser, Untitled, 2008-2015. Newspaper, reseused printerpaper, inorganic 
household refuse, votive candle residue, 109 x 91 x 87 cm. Photo: W. Vermaase



Jan Eric Visser’s practice revolves around environmental and ecological problems: waste pollution, shortage 
of resources, overproduction and rampant consumerism. He uses as his source materials everyday, household 
inorganic waste to create abstract sculptures. Visser’s practice may be considered a unique personal footprint, 
raising notions of consumerism and transience, enigma and exigency. 

The forms of the sculptures created by Visser are intuititve, guided by the shapes of the inorganic waste, often 
product packaging. His creative process involves wrapping the assembled waste materials in paper pulp. Once 
impregnated with wax, such as votive candle residue, the objects take on a new identity. Visser refers to this 
process as ‘Form Follows Garbage’, exploring the limits of controlling shapes, forms, materials and colours.

Asserting a material presence and at the same time avoiding the descriptive content of waste, Jan Eric Visser 
places waste in suspended animation. Visser’s works are never titled: ideally his auto-poetic objects go beyond 
the domain of language and its conditioned response. 

Besides his own household waste, Visser applies new, innovative materials which he obtains from the 
experimental laboratories of scientific researchers.  One such material is Aquadyne produced of 100% used 
plastic. Aquadyne consists of micro and macro-pores that enable the rooting of plants, including vegetables. 
Aquadyne has been verified by Newcastle University (UK) and is produced in an energy neutral way without 
having to separate the various types of polymers.

Translucent concrete is another innovative material used by Visser. In order to replace highly polluting 
concrete, researchers at the University of Technology Eindhoven (NL) developed a new type of concrete 
in which cement and aggregates have been replaced by waste materials. A mineral has been added to render 
the concrete self-cleaning with the ability to eliminate air pollution. It uses UV light to prevent the growth of 
algae and to degrade the small particles we breathe in the air known as nitrogen oxides. Its effectiveness is in-
creased by 40% by the inclusion of recycled glass particles that intensify the penetration of UV light. The artist 
continues his collaboration with researchers exploring the sustainability of materials and tackling air pollution. 

Visser’s work refers to a post-industrial future in which resources will be cherished and no longer land-filled 
or incinerated as ‘waste’, pursuing a reconciliation between tradition and innovation, culture and nature. 



Jan Eric Visser, Untitled, 2017. Newspaper, reused printerpaper and newsletter, inorganic houshold 
refuse, votive candle residue, 132 x 38 x 18 cm. Photo: W. Vermaase



Jan Eric Visser, Untitled, 2014-2015. Newspaper, leaflets, inorganic houshold refuse, 
votive candle residue, 57 x 117 x 68 cm. Photo: W. Vermaase



In 2008 Visser made his first sculpture out of Aquadyne, a material of 100% post-consumer waste plastics. 
The shapes and materials were found in the landscape of Yorkshire. Jan Eric Visser assembled the litter, 
for example rusty bbqs, a broken lawnmower, hubcaps, and crash helmets, into four parts which he 
subsequently covered in Aquadyne.
  
Aquadyne Sculpture was nominated for the New Material Award 2009. 
For more information, please see here.

Jan Eric Visser, Aquadyne Sculpture, 2008. Litter and Aquadyne (recycled plastics), 
195 x 235 x 185 cm. Photo: W. Vermaase

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Be6_zk_22e0


Jan Eric Visser, making of Roteb Eco Monument for Roteb in Rotterdam (NL), 2011. 
Aquadyne factory, Scarborough (UK). Photo: Gerard Binks



Concrete is the second most used material in the world after drinking water. Unfortunately, it is highly 
unsustainable in terms of CO2 emissions and resource efficiency. Translucent concrete is a new sustainable 
and non-polluting concrete variant developed by the University of Eindhoven (NL), and Visser has recently 
started using this material.

Marking the transition from research to society, Jan Eric Visser has initially used the University’s standard test 
mould to cast a plinth. The artist continues to conduct plastic research on the material, exploring the artistic 
theme of light in relation to the sustainable issue of air. The sculpture on the plinth is made of Aquadyne. 
The artist found the shape as a leftover in a factory in Yorkshire – the heart of the industrial revolution – and 
adapted it.

According to the artist, both materials embody the new aesthetics of a post-industrial future in which valuable 
resources will be cherished and no longer incinerated as ‘waste’.



Jan Eric Visser, Untitled, 2015 (Ruins of Desire I). Translucent concrete and Aquadyne (recycled 
plastic), 102 x 20 x 19 cm. Photo: W. Vermaase



What branches grow out of this stony rubbish? Installation view. l’étrangère Gallery, London (UK), 
22 March - 25 May 2019. Photo: Andy Keate



By embracing the latest technologies, Visser might seem to suggest hope that human ingenuity will provide 
some form of salvation. This reading would frame Visser’s art as fundamentally optimistic. Visser himself, 
however, sees it differently: he is highly critical of a global building industry that is too slow to reduce its 
reliance on concrete. His choice of newly created materials, therefore, forms a criticism of companies that 
continue to use harmful materials when less expropriative alternatives already exist. But more than this, 
Visser sees garbage itself as a metaphor for the human tendency to avoid the most important questions, 
such as those posed by Arendt. His abstract forms remain untitled and unrecognisable. The need that visitors 
feel to reach out and touch these strange, bewildering shapes suggests perhaps that there will always be 
a mystery, held in reserve, just beyond our grasp.

Tom Jeffreys, art critic

Jan Eric Visser, detail of Untitled, 2015 (Ruins of Desire I). Translucent concre-
te and Aquadyne (recycled plastic), 102 x 20 x 19 cm. Photo: W. Vermaase



Jan Eric Visser, Untitled, 2014. Newspaper, reused printerpaper, inorganic houshold refuse, tea 
bags, votive candle residue. 104 x 63 x 36 cm, Photo: W. Vermaase



Jan Eric Visser, Untitled, 1999-2000. Newspaper, leaflets, inorganic houshold refuse, 
ashes, wax, 85 x 86 x 123 cm. Photo: W. Vermaase



What branches grow out of this stony rubbish? Installation view. l’étrangère Gallery, London (UK), 
22 March - 25 May 2019. Photo: Andy Keate



In 2017 Jan Eric conducted the research project Veritas concerning waste management in Venice. The 
project consists of photographic documentation of the garbage boats that sail under the company name 
Veritas against the backdrop of the 2017 Venice Biennale.

Venice is not only a magnificent place of art, life and culture, but also a city threatened by pollution, rising 
water levels and commerce. It is, therefore, highly significant to Visser that the company of garbage boats is 
called Veritas, the Latin word for truth, as he believes that our garbage speaks volumes both about ourselves 
and the times we live in. In Veritas, Visser brings together art and waste raising the question of what our waste 
can communicate about our relation to matter and existence.

The research project was co-funded by Stichting Gerbrandy Cultuurfonds.

Veritas garbage boat, 2017. Venice (IT). Photo: Jan Eric Visser



The work Untitled, 2019, resulted from an artist residency at VierVaart Project Space (Iris Cornelis 
& Maartje Korstanje) in Groede, Zeeland (NL). Visser experimented with sea clay found on a nearby 
beach. The age-old organic-rich material references future adaptations to climate change and gives 
the sculptures their deep-black hue.

Jan Eric Visser, Untitled, 2019. Newspaper, recycled posters, inorganic household refuse, sea clay, 
votive candle residue, 70 x 81 x 40 cm. Photo: W. Vermaase



Residue. Installation view. VierVaart Project Space, Groede (NL), 2019. Photo: Jan Eric Visser



Jan Eric Visser, Untitled, 2001. Newspaper, leaflets, inorganic houshold refuse, wax, 74 x 107 x 103 cm.
Photo: W. Vermaase



Jan Eric Visser, Untitled, 2004-2005. Newspaper, leaflets, inorganic houshold refuse, wax,
75 x 30 x 24 cm. Photo: W. Vermaase



Lost in Garbage. Installation view. Verbeke Foundation, Kemzeke (B), 2017. Photo: Tineke Schuurmans



Jan Eric Visser, Untitled, 2018. Newspaper, reused printerpaper, inorganic houshold refuse, votive candle 
residue, 81 x 71 x 66 cm. Photo: W. Vermaase



What branches grow out of this stony rubbish? Installation view. l’étrangère Gallery, London (UK), 
22 March - 25 May 2019. Photo: Andy Keate



Visser uses domestic refuse materials and turns them into wonderful sculptures. His work plays with the 
formal structures and content of aesthetically pleasing art works. 

Blouinartinfo

The grinding and application of waste paper pulp is both calming and ritual, but also propagates a survival 
strategy in which all matter is valued and considered. 

Wim van der Beek, independent curator

The alluring material presence of Visser’s works in terms of surface, colour, scale and shape is inextricably 
related to the ethics of their production. 

Dr. Veronica Sekules, Curator GroundWork Gallery

The need that visitors feel to reach out and touch these strange, bewildering shapes suggests perhaps that 
there will always be a mystery held in reserve, just beyond our grasp. 

Tom Jeffreys, art critic



Jan Eric Visser, Untitled, 2012-2017. Newspaper, leaflets, recycled books, inorganic houshold refuse, 
votive candle residue. 189 x 57 x 56 cm. Photo: W. Vermaase



Jan Eric Visser (b. 1962, Leeuwarden, NL) lives and works in Rotterdam. Recent exhibitions include: 
Upcoming: Muse in a Bin, 2020, Stedelijk Museum Schiedam, (NL) What branches grow out of this 
stony rubbish?, 2019, l’étrangère, London (UK); Residue, 2019, VierVaart Project Space, Groede 
(NL); CODA Paper Art, 2019, CODA Museum, Apeldoorn (NL); Big Art, 2019, De Bijlmerbajes, Amster-
dam (NL); Trash Art, 2018, GroundWork Gallery, King’s Lynn (UK); Lost in Garbage, 2017, Verbeke 
Foundation, Kemzeke (B); Beelden 2017, Anningahof Zwolle (NL); Up Memory Lane, 2017, Art Rot-
terdam (NL); What Remains, 2016, CODA Museum, Apeldoorn (NL); What is Waste?, 2016, Art Affairs 
Amsterdam (NL); Worlds of Nature, 2015, RAM Gallery Rotterdam (NL); Earth Matters; when natural 
and creative forces meet, 2015, Museum Artipelag, Stockholm (SE); Form Follows Garbage, 2013, 
Art Affairs Gallery, Amsterdam (NL); My Waste is your Waste, 2012, Museo de Casa Brasileira, Sao 
Paulo (BR); Twelve Thousand Three Hundred Forty-Five, 2012, Verbeke Foundation, Kemzeke (B); 
POST FOSSIL- excavating 21st century creation, 2010/11, Design Museum Holon (IL) and Museum 
21_21 Design Sight, Tokyo (JP). Visser’s works are in a number of collections including: City of Elblag 
(PL); City of Aalst (B); City of Rotterdam (NL); Verbeke Foundation (B); Technical University of Eindho-
ven (NL); distinguished private collections.




